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Abstract We mathematically model the modulation effects on Saturn’s equatorial magnetotail and
magnetodisk current sheet produced by the combined magnetic field perturbations of the northern and
southern planetary period oscillation (PPO) systems, specifically north-south displacements associated with
the radial perturbation field and thickness modulations associated with the colatitudinal perturbation field.
Since the phasing of the two PPO systems is taken to be related to the radial field perturbations, while
the relative phasing of the colatitudinal perturbations is opposite for the two systems, the north-south
oscillations reinforce when the two PPO systems are in phase, while the thickening-thinning effects reinforce
when they are in antiphase. For intermediate relative phases we show that when the northern PPO system
leads the southern the sheet is thicker when moving south to north than when moving north to south, while
when the northern PPO system lags the southern the sheet is thicker whenmoving north to south than when
moving south to north, thus leading to sawtooth profiles in the radial field for near-equatorial observers, of
opposite senses in the two cases. Given empirically determined modulation amplitudes, the maximum
sawtooth effect is found to be small when one system dominates the other, but becomes clear when the
amplitude of one system lies within a factor of 2 of the other.

1. Introduction

A major feature of Saturn’s magnetosphere is the occurrence of ubiquitous modulations near the ~10.6 h
planetary rotation period, despite the close axisymmetry of the planet’s internally generated magnetic field
[Burton et al., 2010]. These modulations, termed “planetary period oscillations” (PPOs), are observed not only
in the magnetic field [e.g., Espinosa and Dougherty, 2000; Cowley et al., 2006; Southwood and Kivelson, 2007;
Andrews et al., 2010a] but also in the plasma and energetic particle populations [e.g., Carbary and Krimigis,
1982; Carbary et al., 2007, 2008a; Burch et al., 2009], plasma waves [e.g., Gurnett et al., 2009b; Wang et al.,
2010; Ye et al., 2010], auroral ultraviolet emissions [e.g., Sandel and Broadfoot, 1981; Sandel et al., 1982;
Nichols et al., 2008, 2010a, 2010b], and kilometer-band auroral radio emissions [e.g., Warwick et al., 1981,
1982; Desch and Kaiser, 1981; Gurnett et al., 2005]. Long-term studies of these auroral radio emissions, termed
Saturn kilometric radiation (SKR), have shown that two such modulation periods are usually present, one
associated with the northern hemisphere and the other with the southern, and that these periods can vary
by up to ~1% per Earth year associated with Saturn’s seasons [Galopeau and Lecacheux, 2000; Kurth et al.,
2008; Gurnett et al., 2009a, 2010, 2011; Lamy, 2011; Cowley et al., 2016]. These northern and southern systems
are also manifest in magnetic field data, where each system produces a quasi-uniform perturbation field in
the equatorial plane that rotates with the corresponding SKR period, which closes individually in a rotating
quasi-dipolar perturbation field over the corresponding planetary pole [Provan et al., 2009, 2011; Andrews
et al., 2010b]. The equatorial field perturbations thus consist of the vector sum of the contributions from
the two PPO systems, varying at the beat period of the two oscillations, while the polar perturbations are
found to be pure northern or southern to within an ~10% measurement limit by amplitude [Andrews et al.,
2012; Provan et al., 2013; Hunt et al., 2015].

In this paper we consider the modulation effects of these PPO-related perturbation fields on the magnetotail
and magnetodisk current sheets formed in Saturn’s equatorial region, and how these depend on the
amplitudes of the two systems and their relative phase. In Figure 1 we begin by providing some background
on PPO properties derived over the Cassini mission to date, together with orbit data that are relevant to the
availability of current sheet observations, particularly those on the nightside in the magnetotail. The plot
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Figure 1. Plot showing Saturn season, PPO, and Cassini orbit data over calendar years 2005–2015 inclusive, i.e., for
t = 366� 4383 days where t = 0 corresponds to 00:00 UT on 1 January 2004, as shown at the bottom of the plot. Year
boundaries are shown in red at the top of the plot, togetherwith Cassini Rev numbers plotted at the timeof periapsis. (a) Tthe
planetocentric latitude of the Sun at Saturn, passing through zero at vernal equinox on 11 August 2009, marked at the top of
the plot and by the vertical dotted red line. (b) The northern (blue) and southern (red) PPO periods derived from magnetic
field oscillation phasedata byAndrews et al. [2012] and Provan et al. [2013, 2014, 2016]. (c) Correspondingpiecewise values of
the north/south amplitude ratio k of the two systems determined from dual-phase modulations observed in quasi-dipolar
core region (dipole L ≤ 12) data when available, where the horizontal dashed line indicates k = 1 (equal amplitudes), with k
itself being shown between zero and unity in the lower half plot, while 1/k is similarly shown between unity and zero in the
upper half plot, thus spanning thewhole range of k from zero to infinity (a k scale is also shown on the right-hand axis for the
upper part of the panel). The dotted lines at 1/k = 0.2 indicate intervals in which no southern modulations were detected in
the core region indicating k ≥ 5 (i.e., 1/k ≤ 0.2). (d) The LT of apoapsis (red) and periapsis (blue) plotted at the times of
apoapsis and periapsis, respectively, where the LT scale is shown centered at midnight (24/00 h LT) with the horizontal
dashed lines indicating the central LT band between 18 and 06 h via midnight for which apoapsis is located on the planet’s
nightside. (e) The radial range on each Rev on a log scale, plotted as a vertical bar at the time of periapsis. (f) The latitude
range on each Rev, also plotted as a vertical bar at the time of periapsis, with the latitudes of apoapsis (red) and periapsis
(blue)marked. The blue bars, numbered at the top of the plot, indicate three principal seasons of Cassini orbits duringwhich
near-equatorial Saturn tail data are available extending to radial distances of at least a few tens of Rs.
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spans calendar years 2005–2015 inclusive, i.e., the interval t=366� 4383 days, where t= 0 corresponds to
00:00 UT on 1 January 2004 (the effective approach phase start date of the Cassini mission at Saturn). Year
boundaries are shown at the top of the plot, together with Cassini orbit revolution (Rev) numbers, defined
from apoapsis to apoapsis and plotted at the time of periapsis. Figure 1a first shows the planetocentric lati-
tude of the Sun at Saturn, indicative of Saturn’s season. The interval began during southern summer, ~2.2
(Earth) years after southern solstice in October 2002, and ended during northern spring, ~1.4 years before
northern solstice in May 2017. Vernal equinox, when the solar latitude passed through zero, occurred on
11 August 2009, as marked at the top of the plot and by the vertical dotted red line.

Figure 1b shows the northern (blue) and southern (red) PPO periods, specifically those derived from mag-
netic field oscillation data by Andrews et al. [2012] for 2005 to 2010 inclusive, Provan et al. [2013, 2014] for
2011 to 2012, and Provan et al. [2016] for 2013 to 2015. PPO periods have also been derived near-
continuously from SKR modulation data and generally show good agreement with these magnetic field
values [e.g., Lamy, 2011; Provan et al., 2014, 2016; Cowley and Provan, 2015, 2016]. These data show that
the two periods were initially well separated under southern summer conditions, ~10.6 h for the northern sys-
tem and ~10.8 h for the southern, but converged toward a common period ~10.7 h over an ~2 (Earth) year
interval centered near equinox. After briefly near-coalescing in 2010, the two periods separated again with
the northern ~10.64 h remaining a little shorter than the southern ~10.69 h, before finally coalescing at
~10.66 h in mid-2013. The joint periods then drifted together to ~10.70 h over the following year, after which
the northern period separated from the near-constant southern period and increased to ~10.78 h by the end
of 2015, resulting in the first enduring reversal of the northern and southern periods during the Cassini era.

Figure 1c shows piecewise values of the north/south amplitude ratio of the two systems k, determined from
the phase modulations of the field oscillations observed in the quasi-dipolar “core” region of the magneto-
sphere (dipole L≤ 12), when available. The lower half plot shows k itself for values between zero and unity
(dashed line) corresponding to southern-dominant oscillations, while the upper half plot shows 1/k for values
between unity and zero corresponding to northern-dominant oscillations, thus covering the whole range of k
from zero to infinity. These data show that the southern oscillations were dominant with k≈ 0.38 during the
southern summer interval to ~2007, following which the northern amplitude doubled while the southern
amplitude modestly declined to produce near-equal values over a 3 (Earth) year interval centered near equi-
nox, with k≈ 0.87 during 2008 and k≈ 1.02 between mid-2009 and the end of 2010. The amplitude ratio then
underwent a sequence of abrupt transitions at ~200 day intervals between early 2011 and mid-2013 before
returning to values near unity between mid-2012 and mid-2013. Core region data were not available during
the interval of PPO period coalescence in 2013 and 2014, but when these data resumed in early 2015 after the
reversal of northern and southern periods, the northern oscillations were found to be dominant with k≈ 2.3
(i.e., 1/k≈ 0.44), thus mirroring preequinox conditions during southern summer near the beginning of the
Cassini mission. By the end of 2015, however, the ratio had increased further to k> 5 (as indicated by the
dotted line), meaning that the effect of the southern oscillations could not then be discerned in the core
equatorial field data.

In Figures 1d–1f we show Cassini orbit data germane to the availability of in situ observations of current sheet
modulations in Saturn’s tail. To observe such effects the spacecraft apoapsis should be located on the night-
side of the planet at radial distances of at least a few tens of Saturn radii (Rs, Saturn’s 1 bar equatorial radius,
equal to 60,268 km), with near-equatorial orbits preferred since highly inclined orbits generally make only a
single clear crossing through the sheet structure. We note that other factors may play a role to further limit
the availability of suitable data, such as the seasonal warping of the current sheet center away from the pla-
netary equatorial plane [Arridge et al., 2008], but the above criteria provide a useful initial guide. Figure 1d
thus shows the local time (LT) of apoapsis (red) and periapsis (blue) plotted at the times of apoapsis and peri-
apsis, respectively, where the LT scale is centered at midnight (24/00 h LT) with the horizontal dashed lines
indicating the central LT band between 18 and 06 h for which apoapsis (red) is located on the nightside.
Figure 1e then shows the radial range on each Rev on a log scale, plotted as a vertical bar at the time of peri-
apsis, while Figure 1f shows the latitude range on each Rev, also plotted as a vertical bar at the time of peri-
apsis, with the latitudes of apoapsis (red) and periapsis (blue) marked. Examination of these data indicates
that three main seasons of tail observations are available for study, occurring during 2006 (Revs 21 to 31),
mid-2009 to end 2010 (Revs 115 to 142), and 2015 (Revs 210 to 228), which are marked in Figure 1 by the
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vertical blue bars. It can be seen that these three seasons, as numbered at the top of the plot, occurred under
southern-dominant (k≈ 0.38), near-equal (k≈ 1.0), and northern-dominant (k≈ 2.3) PPO conditions, respec-
tively. These k values will thus be employed in later sections in the model evaluations presented.

With this introduction to observed PPO properties and Cassini tail data availability, we now briefly review
observations of PPO-related modulations of Saturn’s equatorial magnetotail and magnetodisk plasma
and/or current sheet during the Cassini mission. Such modulations were first reported by Carbary et al.
[2008b] in Cassini energetic neutral atom image data obtained in late 2004, showing oscillatory tilting of
the plasma sheet related to the then-dominant southern SKR modulation phase. Morooka et al. [2009] also
investigated plasma density data obtained by the Cassini RPWS Langmuir probe showing the presence of
density modulations in the magnetotail and magnetodisk plasma sheet near the planetary rotation period.
Using data obtained between mid-2004 and mid-2007 when the southern PPO was dominant (Figure 1c),
they found that the density variations were best modeled through a combination of oscillations in the
north-south position of the center of the plasma sheet, together with periodic thickening and thinning, such
that the plasma layer was thicker andmore dense when displaced to the south of its mean position, and thin-
ner and less dense when displaced to the north. Jackman et al. [2009] also reported the occurrence of peri-
odic reversals in the radial component of the magnetic field during the 2006 season of Saturn tail data
(interval 1 in Figure 1), showing the presence of PPO-related north-south displacements of the current sheet
together with related plasma density and temperature modulations.

These tail field and related plasmamodulations were subsequently modeled by Arridge et al. [2011] in relation
to the then-dominant southern PPO magnetic phases determined from the near-equatorial core region field
perturbations by Andrews et al. [2008]. The results showed that the current sheet was displaced to the south
of its mean position when the equatorial perturbation field pointed radially outward at the LT of the observa-
tion and was displaced to the north when the equatorial perturbation field pointed radially inward. The
north-south motions were described as an oscillatory tilting of the sheet center through an angle of ampli-
tude�12° hinging at a cylindrical radial distance of 12 Rs, such that the displacements were ~�4 Rs at typical
observed distances of a few tens of Rs down-tail. These relations with the perturbation fields in the core were
found to hold only for data from the southern tail, however, and broke down for data obtained in the north.

Provan et al. [2012], examining these same 2006 tail data, showed that while the perturbations in the south-
ern tail were indeed modulated at the dominant southern period, those in the northern tail were modulated
at the northern PPO period, thus accounting for the breakdown found by Arridge et al. [2011]. The region of
the central current sheet, however, was found to be dual-modulated by both systems, though as expected,
the southern was the strongest during the interval they examined. The form of the modulations was further
shown to depend on the relative phase of the two PPO systems, principally involving north-south displace-
ments when the two PPO systems were in phase, to the south when the two core perturbation fields pointed
radially outward at the LT of the observations and to the north when these perturbation fields pointed
radially inward, similar to the results obtained by Arridge et al. [2011]. These motions were also found to be
combined with thickness modulations when the two systems were in antiphase, the current sheet being
thicker when displaced to the south with the dominant southern perturbation field pointing radially outward
and the weaker antiphase northern perturbation field pointing radially inward, and thinner when it was dis-
placed to the north with the dominant southern perturbation field pointing radially inward and the weaker
northern perturbation field pointing radially outward. These variations thus had the same sense as the related
displacement-thickness modulations reported in plasma sheet data over ~2004–2007 by Morooka
et al. [2009].

Modulations of the tail plasma sheet have also been reported in a magnetohydrodynamic simulation study
by Jia and Kivelson [2012], in which magnetospheric oscillations were induced by imposing rotating twin-
vortex flows in the two polar ionospheres, which drive rotating systems of field-aligned currents outward into
the magnetosphere. The two systems were taken to rotate with slightly differing periods, such that the mod-
ulations due to the two sources go in and out of phase at the beat period during the course of the simulation,
with the northern perturbations being a factor of 3 weaker than the southern, corresponding approximately
to southern summer conditions during tail interval 1 in Figure 1. In conformity with the results of Arridge et al.
[2011] and Provan et al. [2012], the resulting north-south oscillations of the plasma sheet (specifically at ~40 Rs
down-tail) were shown tomaximize when the two perturbation systems were in phase and tominimize when
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in antiphase, while conversely, the thickness modulations were found to maximize when in antiphase and to
minimize when in phase.

Szego et al. [2013] have also studied the north-south displacements of the nightside plasma and current sheet
during near-equinoctial conditions in the 2009–2010 tail season (interval 2 in Figure 1), for which the ampli-
tudes of the two systems are near equal. Accordingly, they employed a modified version of the Arridge et al.
[2011] model, which incorporates the summed effect of both northern and southern systems, and found
good agreement with the observed plasma and current sheet center crossings for a north/south displace-
ment amplitude ratio of ~0.95.

Most recently Thomsen et al. [2017] have reported discovery of a new feature in the PPO-related perturba-
tions of Saturn’s nightside current sheet, also observed in tail data from 2010 (within interval 2 in Figure 1).
On some nightside spacecraft passes the south-to-north field transitions occur consistently more slowly than
the subsequent north-to-south transitions, thus giving rise to a “sawtooth” waveform in the primary radial
field component. On other passes the asymmetry was reversed, giving rise to a sawtooth waveform of the
opposite sense, while on still others the effect was essentially absent. Such effects were not found to be
clearly evident in the earlier 2006 tail data, however. In this paper we consider these effects and provide a
simple physical discussion and mathematical model of PPO-related modulations in Saturn’s magnetotail
and magnetodisk, showing how they can result from the combined effect of the northern and southern
PPO systems under differing conditions of relative phase and relative amplitude. In section 2 we provide a
simple physical discussion of PPO-related modulations of the equatorial current sheet, while in section 3
we derive a simple mathematical model which demonstrates the above effects, with illustrative examples
presented in section 4.

2. Theoretical Picture

A simple physical explanation of these variations in the north-south position and thickness of the current
sheet can be obtained by considering the magnetic perturbations associated with the rotating northern
and southern PPO current systems illustrated in Figure 2 [Andrews et al., 2010a; Provan et al., 2012;
Jackman et al., 2016]. Figures 2a and 2c show the form of the PPO perturbation fields in a principal meridian
for the northern and southern systems, respectively, where the black arrowed lines indicate the background
magnetospheric field, to a first approximation axisymmetric about the central north-south rotation axis, and
the blue and red arrowed lines indicate the respective PPO perturbation fields. As indicated in section 1, these
perturbation fields consist of a quasi-uniform field in the equatorial region pointing from left to right as
drawn, which closes in a quasi-dipolar field over the corresponding pole. The effective magnetic dipole asso-
ciated with the quasi-dipolar field is in the same direction as the quasi-uniform equatorial field, transverse to
the planetary dipole and spin axis, also directed from left to right in these figures. The two perturbation field
systems then rotate with time independently at the northern and southern PPO periods, respectively, in the
sense of planetary rotation. The circulation sense of the field perturbations requires a current flowing out of
the plane of the diagram in Figure 2a and into the plane of the diagram in Figure 2c, flowing along field lines
into the ionosphere on one side of the polar region and out on the other, and closing principally in the mag-
netosphere where it produces a rotating force on the plasma. It is the magnetic moment of this current sys-
tem that forms the rotating transverse magnetic dipole indicated above.

Azimuthal position with respect to these current-field systems is given by phase angles ΨN,S for the northern
(N) and southern (S) PPO systems, respectively, whereΨN,S = 0° corresponds to the meridian where the quasi-
uniform equatorial field points radially outward from the planet, on the right side in both Figures 2a and 2c as
marked, and ΨN,S = 180° to the meridian where the quasi-uniform equatorial field points radially inward on
the opposite side of the planet, on the left side in Figures 2a and 2c as also marked. The values of ΨN,S then
increase clockwise around the planet at any instant of time as viewed from the north, such that at a fixed posi-
tion their values increase steadily with time as the PPO system rotates near the planetary rotation period, by
360° for a full rotation.

The effects of these perturbations on the overall current sheet fields away from the planet are indicated sche-
matically in Figures 2b and 2d for the northern and southern systems, respectively, where for economy of
drawing we again represent conditions for ΨN,S equal to 0° and 180° on opposite sides of the planet as
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marked, as in Figures 2a and 2c, though in this paper these are applied principally to conditions in the near-
tail region on the nightside of the planet. It can first be seen that the radially outward quasi-uniform pertur-
bation field at ΨN,S = 0° adds to the current sheet field north of the equator and subtracts from the current
sheet field south of the equator (on the right of these diagrams), while the radially inward field at
ΨN,S = 180° subtracts from the current sheet field north of the equator and adds to the current sheet field
south of the equator (on the left of these diagrams). Bearing in mind that quasi-static magnetic pressure bal-
ancemust bemaintained across these current sheets, the implication is that the sheet will be displaced to the
south at ΨN,S = 0° and to the north at ΨN,S = 180° as shown in both Figures 2b and 2d, thus producing char-
acteristic PPO-periodic oscillations in the principal radial component of the tail magnetic field and plasma as
these systems rotate with time, as reported, e.g., by Jackman et al. [2009]. These displacements are also those
expected from the tilt in the overall magnetic equator resulting from the vector addition of the planetary
dipole directed vertically upward, and the rotating PPO-related transverse dipole pointing from left to right
in Figures 2a and 2c. The sense of the observed oscillations is indeed consistent with Figures 2b and 2d, deter-
mined principally by the southern PPO system in preequinox southern summer data [Carbary et al., 2008b;
Arridge et al., 2011; Provan et al., 2012], but by the combined action of near-equal northern and southern sys-
tems in later near-equinoctial data [Szego et al., 2013]. The inferred oscillations at distances of a few tens of Rs
down-tail are ~4 Rs in amplitude as indicated in section 1, comparable with the overall width of the current
sheet, but with larger combined oscillations when the two PPO systems are in phase with each other than
when they are in antiphase.

In addition to the north-south displacements, however, it can be seen that the colatitudinal perturbation
fields of the PPO systems add to the planetary background field on one side of the planet, at ΨN = 180° for

Figure 2. Sketches showing the form of the perturbation fields associated with the PPO current systems and the plasma and current sheet effects to which
they give rise. (a) The form of the perturbation field lines for the northern PPO system in the prime ΨN = 0°� 180° meridian as indicated (arrowed blue lines),
together with the near axisymmetric undisturbed background field (arrowed black lines). The planetary spin axis is directed vertically upward as indicated. (b)
The expected form of the resulting modulations of the outer magnetodisk and tail current sheet contained between the pairs of dashed lines, namely, a thinner
current sheet displaced south of its mean position at ΨN = 0°, and a thicker current sheet displaced north of its mean position at ΨN = 180°. (c) The form of the
perturbation field lines for the southern PPO system in the prime ΨS = 0°� 180° meridian as indicated (arrowed red lines), in the same format as Figure 2a. (d) The
expected form of the resulting modulations of the outer magnetodisk and tail current sheet, namely, a thicker current sheet displaced south of its mean position
at ΨS = 0°, and a thinner current sheet displaced north of its mean position at ΨS = 180°. (Adapted from Andrews et al. [2010b] and Provan et al. [2012].)
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the northern system in Figure 2a and at ΨS = 0° for the southern system in Figure 2c, but subtract from the
background field on the other side of the planet, at ΨN = 0° for the northern system in Figure 2a and at
ΨS = 180° for the southern system in Figure 2c. Increasing the near-equatorial field threading the current
sheet results in the field lines becoming less stretched out away from the planet, leading to a thicker
current sheet (bounded by the dashed lines in Figures 2b and 2d), while reducing the field threading the cur-
rent sheet results in the field lines becoming more stretched out away from the planet, leading to a thinner
current sheet. For the northern system in Figure 2b, for which the radial and colatitudinal perturbation fields
are in antiphase in Figure 2a, this results in a thinner current sheet when it is displaced to the south atΨN= 0°
and a thicker current sheet when it is displaced to the north atΨN = 180°. For the southern system in Figure 2d,
however, for which the radial and colatitudinal perturbation fields are instead in phase in Figure 2c, this
results in a thicker current sheet when it is displaced to the south atΨS = 0° and a thinner current sheet when
it is displaced to the north at ΨS = 180°. The sense of these thickness variations relative to the north-south
displacement is consistent with the findings of Morooka et al. [2009] specifically for the preequinox
southern-dominant PPO conditions they studied, with variations in thickness which were a significant frac-
tion of the whole. It is also consistent with the finding of Provan et al. [2012] of significant thickening and
thinning of the current sheet under antiphase conditions of the two PPO systems, when the effects of the
two systems reinforce each other. The opposite behavior of the thickening and thinning of the current sheet
relative to the north-south displacement in the two PPO systems, resulting from the opposite relative
phasing of the radial and colatitudinal perturbation fields of the two systems, is a critical feature in the
following discussion.

As mentioned above, the overall PPO-related perturbations observed in the near-equatorial current sheet
field will evidently depend on the combined action of both northern and southern PPO systems, and thus
on their relative phasing. As evident from Figures 2b and 2d, when the two systems are in phase, ΨN =ΨS

modulo 360°, the north-south displacements of the two systems will reinforce each other, while the thicken-
ing and thinning effects will tend to cancel. However, when the two systems are in antiphase a half beat per-
iod later,ΨN =ΨS + 180°modulo 360°, the thickening and thinning effects will reinforce each other, while the
north-south displacements will tend to cancel. If we can treat the combined effect of the two systems as
approximately additive, then for near-equal amplitudes of the two systems, for example, when the two sys-
tems are in phase the north-south oscillation amplitude will be approximately doubled, while the thickening
and thinning modulations will approximately cancel, while when they are in antiphase the thickening and
thinning modulations will be approximately doubled and the north-south oscillation amplitude will approxi-
mately cancel, in agreement with the results of Szego et al. [2013] with regard to the north-south oscillation
effect. Even when one system is only ~40% of the amplitude of the other, as appropriate to the postsolstice
southern summer conditions, the ratio of the maximum to minimum amplitudes of these effects will be
~ (1 + 0.4)/(1� 0.4))≈ 2.3, compatible with the results of Provan et al. [2012] for the thickening and thinning
effect. Effects associated with intermediate phase differences of the two systems, however, are less obvious,
have not been explored previously, and are now the subject of discussion through the development of a sim-
ple mathematical model.

3. Simple Mathematical Model

We focus on the principal radial field component that reverses sign across the tail current sheet, and for sim-
plicity express this as a hyperbolic tangent function of north-south position z, given by

Br z; ΨN; ΨSð Þ
Bo

¼ tanh
z � z* ΨN; ΨSð Þ
D* ΨN; ΨSð Þ

� �
; (1a)

where Bo is the lobe field strength on either side of the current sheet, z* is the displacement of the center of
the sheet from the mean position z=0 depending on both northern and southern PPO phasesΨN,S, and D* is
the half-width of the current sheet which also depends on both northern and southern PPO phases ΨN,S.
Note that at north-south distances z= z * � D * we have tanh[(z� z *)/D *] = tanh[�1]≈� 0.76 compared
with peak positive and negative values at large positive and negative z of tanh[�∞] =� 1. As in Arridge
et al. [2011], a corresponding illustrative model for the plasma number density N based on the Harris neutral
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sheet model (for which the field varies with z as in equation (1a)) can similarly be constructed by using the
function

N z; ΨN; ΨSð Þ
No

¼ sech2
z � z* ΨN; ΨSð Þ
D* ΨN; ΨSð Þ

� �
: (1b)

Here No is the peak number density at the center of the current sheet at z= z *, with the normalized den-
sity then falling to sec h2[(z� z *)/D *] = sec h2[�1]≈ 0.42 at z= z *�D *, and to near-zero values at large
positive and negative values of z (sec h2[�∞] = 0). Pressure balance between the center of the current

sheet and the lobes requires NokBT≈B2o=2μo , where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the temperature
of the plasma sheet plasma, and where we have assumed that the field pressure at the sheet center is
small compared with that in the lobes. We thus see that No can be taken to be an approximate constant
during the oscillations provided that the lobe field strength Bo and the plasma sheet temperature T are
also approximate constants.

Considering the PPO phase dependence of the current sheet displacements in Figure 2 we may then write

z* ΨN; ΨSð Þ ¼ � zNcosΨN þ zScosΨSð Þ; (2)

such that the current sheet is displaced to the south through amplitude zN,S when ΨN,S = 0° modulo 360°
and similarly to the north when ΨN,S = 180° modulo 360°, with the two displacements thus adding when
the two systems are in phase, and subtracting when they are in antiphase. Similarly, considering the
thickness variations in Figure 2 we can write

D* ΨN; ΨSð Þ ¼ D� DNcosΨN � DScosΨSð Þ; (3)

where D is the mean half-width of the current layer, such that the sheet is thickened by half-width DN

when ΨN = 180° modulo 360° and by DS when ΨS = 0° modulo 360°, and correspondingly thinned by
the same amounts when ΨN = 0° modulo 360° and ΨS = 180° modulo 360°, such that the two modulations
add when the two PPO systems are in antiphase and subtract when they are in phase. We note that the
modulation amplitudes must also satisfy (DN +DS)<D, such that D* does not become unphysically zero or
negative at any point during the PPO beat cycle. With regard to the relative amplitudes of the northern
and southern modulations, we assume that the plasma sheet responds similarly to both northern and
southern PPO systems, with modulation amplitudes that are approximately in proportion to the strength
of the perturbation fields of the two PPO systems, whose north/south ratio k is shown in Figure 1c. This
hypothesis implies in particular that when the two PPO systems are of near-equal amplitude, i.e., k≈ 1, a
condition of particular relevance to the discussion by Thomsen et al. [2017] of the tail data during interval
2 in Figure 1, their effect on the plasma sheet will also be near equal, i.e., (zN/zS)≈ (DN/DS)≈ 1 in that case.
This seems eminently reasonable since the northern and southern PPO systems are of entirely similar
form as indicated in Figures 2a and 2c, such that there is no reason to suppose that the
current/plasma sheet would respond differently to the two systems in that case. Adopting the simple
wider hypothesis which includes this important special case, we then write

zN
zS

� �
≈

DN

DS

� �
≈k; (4)

as will be employed in the examples shown in section 4.

We now show that a characteristic feature of this system for phase differences away from either exactly in
phase or antiphase as discussed above is that due to the differing behaviors of z* and D* with phases ΨN

and ΨS, the current sheet has differing thicknesses when it is moving from south to north and from north
to south, thus producing a sawtooth oscillatory field waveform that depends on the phase difference and
relative amplitude of the two systems. Specifically, we consider the thickness of the current sheet at times
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when the oscillating sheet passes through its mean position z= 0, moving both from south to north and from
north to south. Taking the phase difference between the two systems (the “beat phase”) to be ΔΦ given by

ΔΦ ¼ ΨN � ΨS; (5)

substituting into equation (2) and setting z * = 0 we find that the current sheet center passes through its mean
position when

tanΨS ¼ 1þ kcosΔΦð Þ
ksinΔΦ

; (6)

where we have chosen to express the result in terms of ΔΦ, near-constant during a given cycle, and the
southern phase ΨS. We could equally have chosen to express the result in terms of ΔΦ and the northern
phase ΨN. For all values of ΔΦ and k there exists two solutions of equation (6) for ΨS over the full modulo
360° range, separated by 180°, one corresponding to the south-to-north current sheet transition and the
other to the north-to-south transition. Bearing in mind that the numerator and denominator in equation
(6) can be taken either both positive or both negative for a given value of tanΨS, examination shows that
the south-to-north transition takes place when

sinΨS ¼ 1þ kcosΔΦð Þ
k2 þ 2kcosΔΦþ 1
� �1=2 and cosΨS ¼ ksinΔΦ

k2 þ 2kcosΔΦþ 1
� �1=2 ; (7)

while the north-to-south transition takes place when

sinΨS ¼� 1þ kcosΔΦð Þ
k2 þ 2kcosΔΦþ 1
� �1=2 and cosΨS ¼� ksinΔΦ

k2 þ 2kcosΔΦþ 1
� �1=2 ; (8)

where the square root expression in the denominators is taken to be a positive quantity. Substituting equa-
tion (5) into equation (3) we can also write themodulation of the current sheet thickness using the same para-
meters as

D* ¼ Dþ DS 1� kcosΔΦð ÞcosΨS þ ksinΔΦsinΨSð Þ; (9)

so that substituting from equation (7) for a south-to-north transition of the current layer we find

D* ¼ Dþ 2kDSsinΔΦ

k2 þ 2kcosΔΦþ 1
� �1=2 ; (10a)

while substituting from equation (8) for a north-to-south transition of the current layer we similarly find

D* ¼ D� 2kDSsinΔΦ

k2 þ 2kcosΔΦþ 1
� �1=2 : (10b)

It can thus be seen from the sinΔΦ factor in the numerators of equations (10a) and (10b) that if the northern
oscillation leads the southern in phase, meaning that 0°<ΔΦ< 180° such that sinΔΦ is positive, then the cur-
rent sheet thickness is larger for south-to-north transitions (D *>D in equation (10a)) than it is for north-
to-south transitions (D *<D in equation (10b)). Since, e.g., a south-to-north transition of the current sheet
corresponds to the transition of a near-equatorial observer from the north tail to the south tail, it can be seen
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that such a transition will take place more gradually (thicker current layer) than the subsequent transition
back from the south tail to the north tail (thinner current layer), thus giving rise to a characteristic sawtooth
oscillation of the Br waveform. On the other hand, if the southern oscillation leads the northern in phase,
meaning that 180°<ΔΦ< 360° (equivalent to� 180°<ΔΦ< 0°modulo 360°) so that sinΔΦ is negative, then
the current sheet thickness is larger for north-to-south transitions than it is for south-to-north transitions. In
this case the south tail to north tail transitions of a near-equatorial observer will take place more gradually
than the following north tail to south tail transitions, also leading to a sawtooth Br waveform, but of opposite
sense to that for 0°<ΔΦ< 180°.

Due to the cosΔΦ dependency of the denominators in equations (10a) and (10b), however, the largest such
effects do not occur exactly at leading and lagging quadrature, i.e., at ΔΦ=90° and 270° where sinΔΦ=� 1,
respectively, but at phases symmetrically closer to antiphase (ΔΦ= 180°) on either side. Differentiation of
equation (10a) or (10b) shows that the maximum difference in thickness instead occurs at beat phases given
for k ≤ 1 by

ΔΦ ¼ cos�1 �k½ �; (11a)

and for k ≥ 1 by

ΔΦ ¼ cos�1 �1=k½ �; (11b)

thus approaching antiphase on either side from quadrature as k approaches unity (equal amplitudes) from
either zero (southern dominant) or infinity (northern dominant).

4. Illustrative Examples

We now illustrate this discussion with some examples calculated from equations (1a) and (1b) to (3). We use
an undisturbed current sheet half-width D= 2.5 Rs consistent with the results of Arridge et al. [2011], and
choose to examine the case of north/south amplitude ratio k= 0.75 for which beat effects between the
two systems are very evident, but initially avoiding the special case of equal amplitudes, for which the model
thickness modulations cancel out exactly when the two systems are in phase while the sheet displacements
cancel out exactly when the two systems are in antiphase. We also choose a southern oscillation amplitude of
zS = 4 Rs, thus with a northern amplitude of zN = 3 RS from equation (4), consistent with the results of Arridge
et al. [2011] and Szego et al. [2012, 2013] for oscillations at radial distances of a few tens of Rs down-tail, such
that the combined amplitude maximizes at 7 Rs when the two oscillations (and the two PPO systems) are in
phase, but reduces to 1 Rs when they are in antiphase. Except near the latter condition, the overall oscillation
amplitude will thus be comparable with the full 5 Rs width of the current sheet, exactly so when the two sys-
tems are in quadrature. The north-south motions will thus generally be sufficient to sweep the whole current
sheet back and forth across a near-equatorial observer between the northern and southern outer plasma
sheet or lobe, consistent with the general form of the Br field modulations observed in the tail [Jackman
et al., 2009; Arridge et al., 2011; Provan et al., 2012; Szego et al., 2012, 2013]. We further choose a southern cur-
rent sheet thickness modulation amplitude of DS = 1 Rs, thus with a northern amplitude of DN = 0.75 RS from
equation (4), such that the half-width of the current sheet given by equation (3) varies between limits of
D * = 4.25 Rs and 0.75 Rs when these oscillations are in phase with each other (when the two PPO systems
are in antiphase) and between limits of D * = 2.75 RS and 2.25 Rs when these oscillations are in antiphase
(when the two PPO systems are in phase). The results of Provan et al. [2012] are consistent with a strongly
modulated half-width with peak values ~5 Rs when the two PPO systems are in antiphase, reducing to more
weakly modulated half-widths of ~3 Rs when they are in phase (see their Figure 21), in approximate accord
with these values.

Results are shown in Figures 3–6, where in each figure we fix the value of the beat phase ΔΦ=ΨN�ΨS, and
plot current sheet parameters versus ΨS employed as a time proxy. For a fixed southern PPO period τS the
southern phase at a given position (azimuth) increases linearly with time t as

ΨS ¼ ΨS 0 þ 360 t
τS

� �
;

where ΨS is expressed in degrees and ΨS 0 is a constant. Figure 3 shows the case where the northern and
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southern PPO systems are in phase with each other, ΔΦ=0°modulo 360°. Figure 3a shows the modulo 360°
phase ΨS versus time (red line) over two full cycles, thus equal in this case to the northern phase ΨN modulo
360°. In this case the half-thickness modulations for the northern system shown in Figure 3b by the blue
dashed line nearly cancel the modulations for the southern system shown by the red dashed line as given
by equation (3), such that with k= 0.75 the remaining variations about the unperturbed half-thickness

Figure 3. Plots showing the PPO-related modulations of the current sheet thickness and north-south position versus southern PPO phase ΨS employed as a time
proxy, for the model in section 3 in the special case where the northern and southern PPO systems are in phase with each other, i.e., beat phase ΔΦ = 0° modulo
360° (equation (5)). The model parameters are as given in section 4, namely, a southern north-south oscillation amplitude zS of 4 Rs (about an undisturbed value of
zero), a southern half-thickness modulation amplitude DS of 1 Rs (about an undisturbed value of 2.5 Rs), together with northern modulations that are related to these
by an assumed north/south amplitude ratio of k = 0.75. (a) The two phases ΨN,S (deg), which are in this case equal (modulo 360°), over two cycles of oscillation. (b)
The modulations of the sheet thickness (Rs) about the mean value of 2.5 Rs (horizontal black dashed line), where the blue and red dashed lines show the antiphase
contributions of the individual northern and southern PPO systems, respectively, while the black line shows their sum (equation (3)), which nearly cancels in this case
due to the k = 0.75 assumption. The red and blue dashed lines show (c) the in phase north-south displacements of the current sheet due to the individual northern
and southern PPO systems, respectively, while the solid black line shows their sum (equation (2)). The black dashed lines on either side show themodulated northern
and southern boundary regions of the current sheet, specifically z *�D * from equations (2) and (3). (d) The modulations of the radial field component normalized to
the lobe value, given by equation (1a). The black line corresponds to a fixed position at themean position of the current sheet center z = 0, while the green and purple
lines correspond to z =� 2.5 Rs near the undisturbed northern and southern boundaries of the current sheet, shown by the corresponding green and purple hor-
izontal dotted lines in Figure 3c. We note that the relatedmodulations of the Bθ field component are in phase with those of the sheet thickness D shown by the black
line in Figure 3b. (e) The modulations of the plasma number density normalized to the value at the sheet center, given by equation (1b). The black, green, and purple
lines correspond to the same z positions as in Figure 3d, indicated by the dotted lines in Figure 3c.
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(horizontal black dashed line) have the same phase as the southern, but with a much reduced amplitude of
0.25 Rs (as indicated above), shown by the black solid line. However, the north-south oscillations of the sheet
center shown by the blue and red dashed lines in Figure 3c, respectively, are in phase with each other, lead-
ing to a large combined north-south oscillation of the current sheet of amplitude 7 Rs, also shown by the
black solid line (as also indicated above). The black dashed lines on either side indicate the width of the cur-
rent sheet about its center position at any time (ΨS value), given by z *�D * (equations (2) and (3)), which in
this case is modulated to only a small extent about the mean value as indicated by Figure 3b, being slightly
thicker when it is displaced to the south than when it is displaced to the north (as in Figure 2d). In Figure 3d
we show the normalized radial component of the magnetic field versus time (ΨS value) given by equation
(1a), determined at three fixed z positions relative to themean position of the sheet center, namel,y the mean
position of the sheet itself z= 0 (black line) and positions at z=� 2.5 Rs near the northern and southern
boundaries of the undisturbed current sheet, shown by the green and purple lines, respectively. The latter

Figure 4. (a–e) Plots showing the PPO-related modulations of the current sheet thickness and position versus southern PPO phase ΨS for the model derived in
section 3, using the same parameters as in Figure 3, i.e., k = 0.75, zS = 4 Rs, and DS = 1 Rs, but for the special case where the northern and southern PPO systems
are in antiphase, ΔΦ = 180° modulo 360°. The format is the same as Figure 3 except that in Figure 4a phase ΨS modulo 360° is shown by the red line exactly as in
Figure 3a, while phase ΨN modulo 360° is shown by the blue line.
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positions are indicated in Figure 3c by the green and purple horizontal dotted lines. An observer at these
locations will thus see transitions between the northern and southern outer plasma sheet and lobe that
are symmetrical between north-to-south transitions that occur around ΨS = 90° modulo 360°, and south-to-
north transitions that occur around ΨS = 270° modulo 360°. In addition, the profiles of the field variations
in the northern hemisphere are almost mirror images of those occurring in the southern hemisphere, though
not exactly so due to the small differences in current sheet thickness when its center lies in the northern and
southern hemispheres. We also note in passing that the perturbations in the colatitudinal Bθ field threading
the current sheet should approximately follow the form of the oscillations in the half-width D* about the
mean position D shown in Figure 3b, although the modulations in this specific case will be small. On the basis
of the argument given in section 2, the current sheet is thinnest when Bθ is be smallest, and thickest when it is
largest. Figure 3e shows the corresponding plasma number density normalized to the value at the sheet cen-
ter versus time (ΨS value) given by equation (1b), plotted as black, green, and purple lines for the same three
fixed z positions as in Figure 3d (see the similarly colored dashed lines in Figure 3c). Since the plasma sheet
oscillation amplitude is large compared with the half thickness in this case, a sharp spike in density peaking at

Figure 5. (a–e) Plots in the same format as Figures 3 and 4 showing the PPO-related modulations of the current sheet thickness and position versus southern PPO
phase ΨS for the model derived in section 3, using the same parameters as in Figure 3, i.e., k = 0.75, zS = 4 Rs, and DS = 1 Rs, but for the case where the beat phase
ΔΦ = 138.59° modulo 360°, where the sawtooth effect maximizes in the range 0°<ΔΦ< 180°.
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N/No= 1 occurs at the time when the center of the current sheet (Br/Bo= 0) passes across the position in ques-
tion, with the density then falling to small values in the northern and southern lobes on either side.

In Figure 4 we similarly show the opposite case in which the two PPO systems are in antiphase, ΔΦ= 180°. The
format follows Figure 3, except that in Figure 4a the blue line now shows the northern phase ΨN =ΨS� 180°
modulo 360°, while the red line shows the southern phaseΨS modulo 360° exactly as in Figure 3a. In this case
the current sheet half-thickness shown in Figure 4b is strongly modulated by the combined action of both
the northern and southern PPO systems, with maximum and minimum values 4.25 and 0.75 Rs (as indicated
above). Correspondingly, the north-south displacements due to the two systems shown in Figure 4c now
nearly cancel, though with a small residual oscillation of amplitude 1 Rs with the same phasing as the south-
ern oscillation due to the k= 0.75 assumption. The Br/Bo variations at z= 0 in Figure 4d (black line) thus show
corresponding transitions between the northern and southern current sheet, but these are very asymmetrical
because the current sheet is much thinner when it is displaced to the north than when it is displaced to the
south, giving larger negative fields in the former case than positive fields in the latter. The field perturbations

Figure 6. (a–e) Plots in the same format as Figures 3–5 showing the PPO-related modulations of the current sheet thickness and position versus southern PPO phase
ΨS for the model derived in section 3, using the same parameters as in Figure 3, i.e., k = 0.75, zS = 4 Rs, and DS = 1 Rs, but for the case where the beat phase
ΔΦ = 221.41° modulo 360°, where the sawtooth effect maximizes in the range 180°<ΔΦ< 360°, having the opposite sense of sawtooth effect for the range
0°<ΔΦ< 180° shown in Figure 5.
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observed near the boundaries of the current sheet at z=� 2.5 Rs (green and purple lines) are dominated by
the varying thickness of the current sheet rather than the residual positional oscillation, although the latter
results in the two profiles not being quite mirror images of each other about Br/Bo= 0. These field variations
are reflected in the corresponding normalized plasma density variations shown in Figure 4e, which at z= 0
(black line) are very asymmetrical due to the thinness of the sheet when it is weakly displaced to the north,
thus still producing a deep minimum in the density, followed by strongly increased thicknesses when it is
weakly displaced to the south, resulting in an extended interval of elevated normalized densities near unity.
As for the field variations in Figure 4d, the normalized density profiles on either side of the center (green and
purple lines) are principally modulated by the variations in plasma sheet thickness, though not being symme-
trical on either side due to the small residual north-south displacements.

We now show results for two intermediate cases, in which the northern phase leads the southern phase (i.e.,
0°<ΔΦ< 180°) in Figure 5, while the northern phase lags the southern phase (i.e., 180°<ΔΦ< 360°, equiva-
lent to � 180°<ΔΦ< 0° modulo 360°) in Figure 6. Rather than show simple quadrature, i.e., ΔΦ= 90° and
ΔΦ=270°, however, we display the two phases for which the difference in sheet thickness for north to south
and south to north transitions across z= 0 is maximum. From equation (11a) this condition occurs for
ΔΦ≈ 138.6° as shown in Figure 5, and at ΔΦ≈ 221.4° as shown in Figure 6, phase angles that are thus dis-
placed by ~41.4° on either side of antiphase. In both cases, the half-thickness oscillation amplitudes in
Figures 5b and 6b are ~1.6 Rs, modestly reduced from the peak value of 1.75 Rs that occurs for the PPO anti-
phase condition shown in Figure 4b. Similarly, the north-south displacement amplitudes in Figures 5c and 6c
are both ~2.6 Rs, roughly one third of the peak value of 7 Rs that occurs for the PPO in phase condition shown
in Figure 3b. However, for ΔΦ≈ 138.6°, the combined half-thickness modulations are shifted to somewhat
later phases in Figure 5b, while the combined north-south oscillations are shifted to significantly earlier
phases in Figure 5c. For ΔΦ≈ 221.4°, the phase shifts are in the opposite sense, to earlier phases for the
half-thickness in Figure 6b, and to later phases for the north-south displacement in Figure 6c. The net effect
is that for ΔΦ≈ 138.6° the half-thickness modulations are approximately in leading quadrature with the
north-south displacement oscillations, such that the current sheet is thin when it is moving from north to
south and thick when it is moving from south to north as can be seen in Figures 5b and 5c. Consequently,
for a near-equatorial observer, the transitions from the north plasma sheet and lobe to the south take place
more slowly than for the opposite transitions from the south plasma sheet and lobe to the north, giving rise
to the characteristic sawtooth variations in Br/Bo seen in Figure 5d. Correspondingly, the normalized plasma
density in Figure 5e (black line) remains elevated about the peak value at the sheet center for a longer interval
in the transitions from the north plasma sheet and lobe to the south, than in the transitions from the south
plasma sheet and lobe to the north. The opposite phase shifts that occur for ΔΦ≈ 221.4° in Figure 6 result in
the half-thickness modulations being approximately in lagging quadrature with the north-south displace-
ment oscillations, such that the current sheet is thin when it is moving from south to north and thick when
it is moving from north to south as seen in Figures 6b and 6c. Consequently, for a near-equatorial observer in
this case, the transitions from the south plasma sheet and lobe to the north take place more slowly than for
the opposite transitions from the north plasma sheet and lobe to the south, also giving rise to a characteristic
sawtooth variation in Br/Bo shown in Figure 6d, but now having the opposite sense to that in Figure 5d. The
corresponding variations in the normalized plasma density in Figure 6e (black line) similarly show opposite
asymmetries to those in Figure 5e. We note that according to the discussion in sections 2 and 3, Bθ should
be elevated during the slower transitions (thicker current sheet) and diminished during the subsequent faster
transitions (thinner current sheet).

In principle, the same sheet thickness asymmetries between north-to-south and south-to-north transitions
exist over the whole range of ΔΦ values except for exactly in phase and antiphase conditions shown in
Figures 3 and 4, thus leading to sawtooth asymmetries in the field profiles. However, examination shows that
these effects remain relatively weak over a range ofΔΦ values of several tens of degrees centered on in phase
conditions ΔΦ= 0°, while remaining evident to within ~10° of antiphase ΔΦ= 180° for this value of k. This is
illustrated in Figure 7, where we show Br/Bo profiles in the same format as Figures 3d–6d for pairs of ΔΦ
values spaced equally on either side of PPO antiphase (and hence also PPO in phase) conditions.
Specifically, Figures 7a and 7b show profiles for ΔΦ= 45° and 315°, respectively, which remain similar to
the PPO in phase profiles in Figure 3d, although opposite slight asymmetries are evident in the north-to-
south and south-to-north transitions in the two cases. These asymmetries become more clearly marked for
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PPO quadrature conditions ΔΦ= 90° and 270° shown in Figures 7c and 7d, respectively, and even more so for
ΔΦ=135° and 225° shown in Figures 7e and 7f, respectively, representing conditions �45° on either side of
PPO antiphase close to the cases for maximum opposite sawtooth effects shown in Figures 5 and 6. In

Figure 7. Set of plots of the radial field component normalized to the lobe value versus southern PPO phase ΨS, in the same format as Figures 3d–6d. We use the
same model parameters as for Figures 3–6, i.e., k = 0.75, zS = 4 Rs, and DS = 1 Rs, but now with beat phases ΔΦ equal to (a) 45°, (b) 315°, (c) 90°, (d) 270°, (e) 135°,
(f) 225°, (g) 165°, and (h) 195°, such that horizontal plot pairs, Figures 7a and 7b and Figures 7c and 7d, and so on, show conditions separated equally in phase on
either side of antiphase.
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Figures 7g and 7h for ΔΦ=165° and 195°, respectively, the profiles now approach those shown for antiphase
ΔΦ=180° in Figure 4d, but the sawtooth asymmetry is still quite evident at near-equatorial locations.

We now briefly explore the effect of varying the north/south amplitude ratio k, examining in particular values
that are appropriate to differing intervals of Cassini observations as shown in Figure 1. In Figure 8 we show

Figure 8. (a–h) Set of plots of the radial field component normalized to the lobe value versus southern PPO phase ΨS, in the same format as Figure 7 but for model
parameters k = 1.0, zS = zN = 4 Rs, and DS =DN = 1 Rs. The beat phase values shown in each panel are the same as in Figure 7.
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results for equal amplitudes of the northern and southern systems k=1, as applies, e.g., to near-equinoctial
conditions during the 2009–2010 season of tail observations (interval 2 in Figure 1), for which sawtooth asym-
metry effects are maximal. We choose the same southern modulation amplitudes as in Figures 3-6, such that
zS = zN = 4 Rs and DS =DN = 1 Rs, and in Figures 8a–8h show exactly the same phase difference values as in

Figure 9. Set of plots of the radial field component normalized to the lobe value versus southern PPO phaseΨS, in the same format as Figures 7 and 8 but for model
parameters k = 0.38, zS = 4 Rs, and DS = 1 Rs, and with beat phases ΔΦ equal to (a) 45°, (b) 315°, (c) 90°, (d) 270°, (e) 112.334°, (f) 247.666°, (g) 150°, and (h) 210°, where
the phase differences shown in Figures 9e and 9f correspond to conditions of maximum sawtooth effect of opposite senses for this value of k (equation (11a)).
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Figures 6a–6h, so that the results in the two figures can be compared directly. The asymmetry effects are seen
to be comparable in the two cases, but generally more marked for k= 1 than for k= 0.75, and now with strict
symmetry between observation points at equal distances on either side of the current sheet (green and pur-
ple profiles). The sawtooth effects for near-equatorial observing points approaching antiphase conditions in
Figures 8g and 8h are particularly striking. Overall, these results provide a reasonable explanation of the find-
ings of Thomsen et al. [2017] for the 2010 tail data.

In Figure 9 we show results in the same format for k=0.38, taken together with zS = 4 Rs and DS = 1 Rs, cor-
responding to southern summer conditions during the 2006 season of tail observations (interval 1 in Figure 1).
The PPO phase difference angles in Figures 9a–9d are the same as those in Figures 7a–7d and 8a–8d,
respectively, while in Figures 9e and 9f we show conditions of maximum opposite sawtooth asymmetry
effects for this value of k given by equation (11a), i.e., ΔΦ≈ 112.3° and ΔΦ≈ 247.7°, and in Figures 9g and
9h we show results for ΔΦ= 150° and ΔΦ=210°, respectively, approaching antiphase. While sawtooth asym-
metry effects are still evident in these cases, the effect is considerably muted compared with that displayed in
Figures 7 and 8 and would likely be difficult to discern even at their maximum (Figures 9e and 9f) in the pre-
sence of other significant sources of tail field variability. Instead, the main PPO effects evident in this case are
just those related to the north-south displacements and thickening and thinning effects due to the dominant
southern PPO system. However, the northern PPO system contributes to maximum displacement amplitudes
with minimum thickness modulations for near-in phase conditions around ΔΦ= 0°, as seen in Figures 9a and
9b, and minimum displacement amplitudes with maximum thickness modulations for near-antiphase condi-
tions around ΔΦ= 180°, as seen in Figures 9g and 9h. Given these results it seems unsurprising that sawtooth
effects in the tail field were not obvious during the 2006 interval of tail observations [Thomsen et al., 2017].

We have also examined northern-dominant k= 2.3 conditions (i.e., 1/k≈ 0.44), together with zN = 4 Rs and
DN = 1 Rs, which applies to postperiod reversal northern spring conditions in early 2015 (the first part of inter-
val 3 in Figure 1). Unsurprisingly, the results are similar to those for k=0.38 in Figure 9, showing slightly stron-
ger but still relatively weak asymmetries due to the effect of the weaker southern PPO system on the
dominant northern PPO modulations, and are not therefore reproduced here. Overall, examination shows
that for the empirically determined modulation amplitudes employed here, maximum sawtooth asymme-
tries for relative phases near those given by equations (11a) or (11b) only become quite clearly evident for
cases in which the amplitude of one PPO system does not exceed twice that of the other, i.e., roughly for
north/south amplitude ratios k in the range 0.5< k< 2.

5. Summary

We have considered the modulation effects on Saturn’s equatorial magnetotail and magnetodisk current
sheet produced by the magnetic perturbations associated with the ubiquitous PPOs, focusing on the effects
due to the northern and southern systems combined. Previous studies have noted that the current sheet will
be displaced to the south for positive radial perturbation fields and to the north for negative radial perturba-
tion fields, and that it will be thickened for positive colatitudinal perturbation fields (in the same sense as the
planetary field) and thinned for negative colatitudinal perturbation fields [Andrews et al., 2010a; Provan et al.,
2012; Jackman et al., 2016]. However, the relative phasing of the radial and colatitudinal perturbation fields is
opposite for the two PPO systems, in phase for the southern system and antiphase for the northern system,
such that for the southern system the current sheet is thickened when it is displaced to the south at southern
PPO phase ΨS = 0° and thinned when it is displaced to the north at phase ΨS = 180°, while for the northern
system the current sheet is thinned when it is displaced to the south at northern PPO phaseΨN = 0° and thick-
ened when it is displaced to the north at phaseΨN = 180°. These are the principal effects observed under con-
ditions in which one of these PPO systems dominates the modulations, as was the case for the southern
system during postsolstice southern summer conditions early in the Cassini mission (north/south ratio of
~0.4 during ~2005–2007).

During near-equinoctial conditions (~2008–2010), however, the amplitudes of the two systems became near
equal, such that we must then consider their combined effect, depending on the relative phases of the two
systems, ΔΦ=ΨN�ΨS. It is evident that when the two systems are in phase, ΔΦ= 0°modulo 360°, the north-
south oscillations of the sheet due to the two systems will reinforce each other, while the thickening and thin-
ning will tend to cancel, while when the two systems are in antiphase, ΔΦ= 180°modulo 360°, the thickening
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and thinning modulations of the sheet due to the two systems will reinforce each other, while the north-
south oscillations will tend to cancel [Provan et al., 2012; Jia and Kivelson, 2012; Jackman et al., 2016]. Here
we have also for the first time investigated intermediate relative phases of the two systems and have shown
that their opposite phase behaviors result in sawtooth modulations of the principal radial field in the tail.
Specifically, when the phase of the northern system leads that of the southern, i.e., 0°<ΔΦ< 180°, the cur-
rent sheet is thicker whenmoving from south to north than whenmoving from north to south. Consequently,
for a near-equatorial observer the transitions from the north to the south tail due to the south-to-north
motion take place more slowly than the subsequent transitions from the south to the north tail due to the
north-to-south motion, such that the observed variation in the radial field has a sawtooth waveform. When
the phase of the northern system lags that of the southern system, however, i.e., 180°<ΔΦ< 360°, equiva-
lent to � 180°<ΔΦ< 0° modulo 360°, the current sheet is thicker when moving from north to south than
when moving from south to north. Consequently, for a near-equatorial observer the transitions from the
south to the north tail due to the north-to-south motion take place more slowly than the subsequent transi-
tions from the north to the south tail due to the south-to-north motion, such that the variation in the radial
field again has a sawtooth waveform but of the opposite sense to that occurring when the phase of the
northern system leads that of the southern. Corresponding asymmetries also occur in the normalized plasma
density profiles between the transitions from the north to the south tail and from the south to the north tail,
as may then be expected.

For a given value of the north/south PPO amplitude ratio k the maximum sawtooth effect occurs at a relative
phase ΔΦ that lies near quadrature, i.e., ΔΦ= 90° and 270°, when one PPO system dominates the other, i.e.,
for k→ 0 or k→∞, and moves symmetrically toward antiphase ΔΦ= 180° on either side for near-equal ampli-
tudes, i.e., for k→ 1 (see equations (11a) and (11b)). Given empirically determined amplitudes of typically ~4
Rs for the north-south oscillations and ~1 Rs for the thickness, however, the maximum sawtooth effect on the
radial field profiles is found to be small when one system dominates the other, and only becomes an obvious
effect when the two amplitudes become comparable, roughly when the amplitude of one system lies within
a factor of 2 of the other, i.e., for k in the range 0.5< k< 2. We thus suggest that these results provide a simple
basis on which to understand the observational findings presented by Thomsen et al. [2017].
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